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Photos tell stories of
expats living in Wuhan
By Yu Tantan

M

any local and
foreign visitors were
quite impressed with
the photography
exhibition "Foreign
Nations' in Wuhan
2007-2017," which is
currently being held at
the Citizens' Home in
Wuhan. On December
23, 2017 at the "Grand
Lecture" jointly
organized by
Changjiang Daily and
Citizens' Home, some
expats shared their
stories behind the
photos.

Irish expert witnesses 16
years of change
"Handicrafts" is a snapshot
taken in December 2016, in
which an white-haired
gentleman is standing to the left
of a young couple who are
concentrating on their handiwork
on Huayuan Hill, Wuchang. The
man's Chinese name is Cai
Dening, an Irishman working in
Wuhan as an expert in culture.
Cai introduced himself as a
native "Wuhanese." Having lived
here for 16 years, he has
witnessed amazing changes in
this city. "There was no subway,
no high-speed rail, and no
shared bikes when I first came
here, but now you have them
all! " When asked about his
favorite spot in the city, he said
he was especially fond of the
"Ancient Lute Terrace" where
the ancient musician Boya met
his soulmate Zhong Ziqi. "What
really counts between people is
friendship, as demonstrated in
the Boya-Ziqi story. Wuhan
locals value brotherly affection as
much as I do! " he said.

Ugandan sports agent
The picture "Attentiveness"
was shot during the first Wuhan
Marathon. It features an
exhausted Ugandan runner
supported in the arms of two
reporters at the half-marathon's
finish line. The runner is Roger,
at the time an exchange student
at Wuhan University. After
graduation, he remained in
Wuhan and started a sports
agency, arranging professional
runners and amateurs across the
world to compete in marathons
in China.
Roger has a deep affection
for Wuhan after five years' of
study and living in the city.
"Wuhan is one of the leading
cities in China, like a pacesetter
in the marathon," he said.
Roger was thankful when
speaking of the scene in the
photo. "I was being supported by
two reporters when I was
exhausted. Actually, in the past
five years, I have always received
support from my teachers and
classmates, from some casual
acquaintances and even
strangers, so that I could

complete my college education
and spend five wonderful years
in a different country. You
helped actualize my dream! "

Singaporean trainer
promotes Wuhan
"Common Interest," shot in
the winter of 2014, depicts Xu
Hong's son and a Pakistani
young man sitting on stairs
absorbed in something on a
smart phone. The Pakistani
returned home to work as a
lecturer at a college, while Xu
and his son are still living in
Wuhan. Not long after he came
to Wuhan from Singapore in
June 2012, Xu attended an
English corner organized by
Changjiang Daily, where he
realized that getting Wuhan
known to the world should be a
high priority. Since then in their
spare time, Xu and his son have
been active in presenting and
promoting Wuhan. Xu enrolled
his son in a Chinese course as a
New Year's gift. Perhaps it is
not an expensive gift, as typically
expected, but Xu believes it is a
"key" for his child to access
another door, the door to China.
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Wuhan scientists discover
how aroma "finds its way
home"
By Li Jia

How could a bowl of dumplings
remind you of your childhood, and
take you back home for a family
reunion? Aroma preference has a
neural circuit, as revealed this month
in research conducted by Xu Fuqiang
and his team from Wuhan Physics
and Mathematics Institute, Chinese
Academy of Sciences.
As discovered by the scientists,
one's life experience may shape his
perception of his surroundings, also
true for animals. Humans' sense of
smell of certain aromas can be
colored by their early experiences of
the aroma. For example, people are
more likely to be delighted or excited
to a smell when it comes from their
childhood delicacies.
The divergent aroma preferences,
which are distinct to both individuals
and social groups, reflect differences
in life, culture, and area. Dr. Liu
Qing and Dr. Zhang Zhijian of the
Xu Fuqiang's research team have,
with the technical integration of
electrophysiology, behavioristics,
optical genetics, chemical genetics
and loop tracing, identified the
circuits by which the dopamine in
VTA (ventral tegmental area) is
projected onto the olfactory tubercles.
This mechanism is involved in a
rewarding process that includes
feeding and socializing, and thus
plays an important role in a
person's, or an animal's, aroma
preference. This finding provides
empirical evidence that may be used
for the development of preventive
measures and therapies for addiction,
dietary disorder, and obesity.

No take-out without brickand-mortar shops
By Huang Ying

Wuhan will further strengthen
the regulation on food safety of
online catering services, said the
municipal Food and Drug
Administration on December 28,
2017. The new regulation which
took effect on the first day of 2018
highlights that only licensed brickand-mortar food shops are qualified
to accept online orders, and no one
can take online orders without such.
Food shops must make the quality of
their food sold online on par with
that served on location.

